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Abstract. Many important managerial outcomes hinge on the co-occurrence of multiple
uncertain events, a situation termed conjunctive risk. Whereas past literature has addressed
the psychology of choosing to enter situations with conjunctive risk, this article elucidates a
novel way in which the psychology of managing conjunctive risk is importantly distinct.
We examine a case in which there are two independent events, one is currently less likely
than the other, both are required for overall success, and the decision maker must evaluate
opportunities to increase the chance of the less-likely or more-likely requirement. We intro-
duce the hypothesis of a worst-first heuristic. Decision makers intuitively evaluate
improvements in conjunctive risk according to their impact on the biggest barrier to suc-
cess, the least likely of the required events. We find evidence for such a worst-first heuristic
across nine experiments (n � 3,653, including samples from the United States and United
Kingdom in Studies 1–5 and Studies S1–S3 in the online supplement, as well as a sample of
managers in Study 6). Participants invest more to improve chances of less-likely require-
ments than more-likely requirements, even when the latter improvements have at least as
much impact on the aggregate chance of success. Moreover, we find that decision makers
exhibit this behavior particularly when managing conjunctive risk, as doing so makes them
attend to which threat is the worst. Conversely, they do not appear to exhibit the behavior
when making formally equivalent decisions about choosing between conjunctive risks. This
bias toward underinvesting in stronger-links holds important implications for decision
making in contexts subject to conjunctive risk—bothmanagerial and societal.

History:Accepted by Yuval Rottenstreich, behavioral economics and decision analysis.
Supplemental Material:Data and the e-companion are available at https://doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.2022.4411.
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Introduction
Success is a matter of conjunctive risk when it depends
onmultiple uncertain events all occurring, as is common,
across a wide variety of managerial decision settings. For
example, most projects require the successful execution
of multiple, distinct components, whose completion is
uncertain. A large literature has examined how decision
makers evaluate opportunities to take conjunctive risks
(Bar-Hillel 1973; Nilsson et al. 2009, 2013; Adner and
Feiler 2019) or situations with compound risk more
broadly (Budescu and Fischer 2001, Fan et al. 2018).
Underexplored, however, is the question of how decision
makers manage conjunctive risk. How do decision mak-
ers invest time, effort, or money to improve their overall
chance of success when that success depends onmultiple
uncertain events? In addressing this question, we make
two primary contributions. First, we delineate a novel
heuristic that decision makers use to manage conjunctive
risk. Second, we highlight how decision makers’ choices
can differ systematically according to whether they are

managing conjunctive risks or, as has been the focus of
past literature, choosing between conjunctive risks. This
article offers unique insight into how active managers of
conjunctive risk perceive it, evaluate it, and influence it.

We operationalize managing conjunctive risk as a
case in which:

1. A decision maker will receive a payoff only if two
independent, uncertain requirements are both met
(and no payoff if either is notmet).

2. One requirement is currently less likely than the
other (as is typically the case). We will call the chance of
the less-likely requirement the weaker-link and the
chance of the more-likely requirement the stronger-link.

3. The decision maker can take an action to improve
either the weaker-link or the stronger-link.

This case captures the essence of managing conjunc-
tive risk. The decision makers must determine
whether and how to invest resources in improving the
weaker-link and the stronger-link to maximize their
chance of overall success.
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Consider an example in which you require two
events to occur to earn a payout: one requirement has
a 20% chance (the weaker-link) and the other statisti-
cally independent requirement has a 40% chance (the
stronger-link). Because you need both independent
events to occur, you currently have an 8% chance of
succeeding (20% × 40%). Now imagine that you can
choose which of two improvements to invest in: either
you can improve the weaker-link by 15 percentage
points (from 20% to 35%) or the stronger-link by 30
percentage points (from 40% to 70%). Which would
you choose?

Rationally, a decision maker should be indifferent
between these two improvements. Even though the 15-
percentage-point improvement in the weaker-link is
only half the size of the 30-percentage-point improve-
ment to the stronger-link, they both constitute the same
proportional change with respect to the constituent prob-
ability they are improving (30/40 � 15/20) and, as a
consequence, the same aggregate chance of success
(14%).1 Previous literature suggests that participants
might fail to appreciate this subtlety. First, a common
theme of decision-making research is that people often
process information in the simplest way possible (Slovic
1972), as if “what you see is all there is” (Kahneman
2011, p. 85). Second, decision makers attend to absolute
magnitudes evenwhen they should not (e.g., Burson et al.
2009, Shue and Townsend 2021). According to this work,
decision makers might mistakenly believe that it was
always best to choose the greatest increase in the chance
of meeting any individual requirement. Per the example
above, because the 30-percentage-point improvement in
the stronger-link is of larger magnitude than the 15-per-
centage-point improvement in the weaker-link, the for-
mer might seem better: after all, 30 > 15. By this logic,
rather than correctly thinking about these improvements
in proportional terms, decision makers will naively
attend to their absolute magnitude, thereby predictably
overvaluing improvements in stronger-links relative to
improvements in weaker-links. Thus, based on this litera-
ture, we initially expected such a bias to be the dominant
tendency.

Although we do find evidence that some participants
behaved in accordance with this expectation (to which
we will return later in the article), on aggregate, the oppo-
site tendency was dominant—overvaluation of improve-
ments in weaker-links. For example, not only do decision
makers prefer a 15-percentage-point improvement in a
20% weaker-link over an equally valuable 30-percent-
age-point improvement in a 40% stronger-link, but
they even prefer it over an objectively-more-valuable
34-percentage-point improvement in the stronger-
link, which violates axiomatic rational choice.

We propose that this result is the product of the fol-
lowing decision process. Despite recognizing that
they cannot simply judge improvements by their

absolute magnitude, decision makers are still often
unable or unwilling to calculate and rationally assess
the implications of potential improvements for their
aggregate chance of success. Instead, they form an ini-
tial intuitive evaluation of any potential action. Consid-
erable research has shown that intuitive evaluations,
while fast and efficient, are highly susceptible to affec-
tive responses and biased perceptions (Kahneman
2011). This susceptibility extends to risky contexts, in
which decision makers often decide based on affective
responses (Loewenstein et al. 2001) and, indeed,
appear to evaluate risk using their affective responses
as a proxy, a strategy known as the affect heuristic
(Finucane et al. 2000, Slovic et al. 2007).

Why might decision makers’ intuitive evaluations
overemphasize weaker-links in particular? We reason
that, when managing conjunctive risk, decision mak-
ers must assess all the barriers to success (i.e., the
weaker-link and stronger-link). The relative severity
of these barriers will thus become salient to them.
Even though the probability of overcoming any given
barrier is not intrinsically positive or negative, a
weaker-link will be seen in negative terms relative to
a stronger-link because it is the more-severe barrier
(as in reference dependence, e.g., Kahneman and
Tversky 1979). Given decision makers’ negative per-
ception of the weaker-link, we argue that they will be
susceptible to negativity bias—that is, the tendency to
view and experience negative entities as more impact-
ful than neutral or positive entities (Rozin and Royzman
2001). If decision makers succumb to negativity bias,
then the weaker-link will tend to dominate several
aspects of their thinking, including how they direct their
attention, their affective response to possible actions
they could take, and their perceptions of how impactful
those actions might be. The weaker-link will thus take
on exaggerated importance in intuitive evaluations of
any potential intervention. In sum, and consistent with
the tendency to rely on relatively few, key inputs to han-
dle complex decisions (Tversky and Kahneman 1974,
Gigerenzer and Goldstein 1996, Kahneman and Freder-
ick 2002, Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier 2011), when facing
the complex task of managing conjunctive risk, decision
makers may thus primarily rely on the impact of an
improvement on the weaker-link. We term this proposed
decision process the worst-first heuristic.

Such a worst-first heuristic is consistent with our
empirical results. First, in Studies 1 and 2, we establish
the bias toward improving weaker-links. We find that
participants are more likely to expend effort to improve
weaker-links than stronger-links (Study 1). Moreover,
this effect manifests even when improving stronger-
links yields greater aggregate chances of success, thereby
violating axiomatic rational choice (Study 2).

In Studies 3–5 and Studies S1–S3 in the online supple-
ment (see Table A.1 in the appendix for the table of
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contents of the online supplement), we present evidence
regarding how this bias emerges. This evidence is con-
sistent with negativity bias, which implicates both
judgment-based processes and affect-based processes. In
line with negative aspects of a situation having more
impact on decision makers’ intuitive evaluations than
neutral or positive aspects, we find clear evidence that
participants judge weaker-link improvements to have a
larger effect on aggregate chances of success than
stronger-link improvements (Study S1), and they cite
such judgments as their reason for improving weaker-
links rather than stronger-links (Study S2). In line with
participants experiencing greater affective reactions to
more-negative aspects of a situation and a high level of
confidence in their intuitive evaluations (Simmons and
Nelson 2006), the effect remained when we gave partici-
pants information that should have rendered their intui-
tive judgments irrelevant. Specifically, participants
improved weaker-links more than stronger-links even
when we computed and displayed the aggregate conse-
quences of improvements for participants in separate
evaluation (Study 3) or told them that the improve-
ments in weaker-links and stronger-links yielded the
same aggregate chance of success in joint evaluation
(Study S2). Together, these results are consistent with
two processes. First, participants might have affective
reactions that influence their preferences toward
addressing weaker-links, and, second, they might mis-
judge the actual impact of improvements on their over-
all chances of success. However, our studies do not
show which of these processes is most important in
generating the worst-first heuristic or how these proc-
esses combine and influence one another. We propose
that, consistent with negativity bias, both affective
responses and misjudgments of impact play a role (for
past research on how affect and cognition play a joint
role in decision making, see Slovic et al. 2007, Weber
and Johnson 2009).

We also find evidence that it is specifically managing
conjunctive risk that leads participants to place exag-
gerated importance on weaker-links—as opposed to
merely assessing or choosing between separate conjunc-
tive risks. We find this overprioritization of weaker-
links when participants must decide whether to
improve stronger-links versus weaker-links, but not
when the same formal decision is presented as a
choice of which conjunctive lottery to enter (Study 4).
Why would decision makers use a worst-first heuristic
particularly when managing conjunctive risk? We
propose the following. When the choice is framed as
an opportunity to address one of the obstacles within
existing conjunctive risk (i.e., managing risk), it would
be natural to compare the relative severity of the
obstacles, and this comparison may cause the weaker-
link to stand out as the biggest problem. Decision
makers will perceive the weaker-link in more-

negative terms and so apply the worst-first heuristic.
When the same choice is instead framed as being
between two completely separate conjunctive lot-
teries, the focal comparison is between two conjunc-
tive risks with separate sets of obstacles rather than
between the obstacles within a given conjunctive risk.
Therefore, we would expect the relative severity of
the obstacles within each lottery to be less salient and
decision makers to be less likely to apply the worst-
first heuristic. These considerations should cause
more prioritization of weaker-links when managing
conjunctive risk than when choosing between con-
junctive risks, and the results in Study 4 support this
prediction. In addition, these results rule out any
explanation based on how decision makers might
evaluate separate conjunctive lotteries (Nilsson et al.
2009, Jenny et al. 2014) or based on quirks of the prob-
ability weighting function (Gonzalez and Wu 1999).

We also find two more results that are consistent
with participants primarily relying on the change in
the weaker-link as an intuitive proxy for evaluating
improvements in conjunctive risk overall. First, partic-
ipants protect the weaker-link when the decision is
about choosing between reductions in chances of suc-
cess, akin to decisions of budgetary cuts during an
ongoing project (Study 5). Second, participants are
more responsive to the impact of potential improve-
ments in weaker-links than in stronger-links (Study
S3). These results are again consistent with the worst-
first heuristic, which entails sensitivity to changes in
weaker-links as opposed to a strict rule to act on
weaker-links wherever possible.

We explore whether the worst-first heuristic might
apply in managerial settings in which precise proba-
bilities may not be available (in Study 6). To do so, we
use a sample of managers who choose whether to
improve a weaker-link or stronger-link in a hypotheti-
cal managerial scenario in which risk is communi-
cated nonnumerically. We again find a bias toward
improving the weaker-link.

Finally, we return to the alternative prediction that
decision makers naively judge improvements in the
chances of meeting requirements based on their abso-
lute magnitude, which would bias decision makers
toward improvements to the stronger-link. Using data
from all studies, we compare the behavior of attentive
decision makers to that of less-attentive decision mak-
ers. Across all participants, the worst-first heuristic is
the dominant tendency, but, among the subset of par-
ticipants with low attentiveness or miscomprehension,
we see indications of bias toward improving stronger-
links. This suggests that these less-attentive decision
makers may fail to appreciate the complexity involved
in evaluating changes in conjunctive risk and thus
judge improvements in weaker-links or stronger-links
based solely on their absolute magnitude. It also
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suggests that those who use the worst-first heuristic at
least appreciate its complexity but still have difficulty
navigating it according to a fully rational, calculative
process. They instead rely on an intuitive, heuristic
evaluation that reflects negativity bias and thus relies
primarily on changes in the weaker-link.

On a practical level, the most fundamental implica-
tion of our empirical results is the following: when
decision makers manage conjunctive risk, they may
overprioritize the biggest barrier to success. This
implication is potentially far-reaching, as conjunctive
risk exists in a vast array of settings—any in which a
decision maker requires more than one probabilistic
event to achieve success or avoid failure. For a disease
to be cured, the prescribed treatment must be effective
and the patient must follow through with whatever
treatment he or she is given, both of which are uncer-
tain. For a new product idea to develop into a success-
ful business, an entrepreneur faces both technological
risk in developing the innovation and market risk in
whether consumer demand for that product will
materialize. For firms or societies to survive, they
must successfully navigate multiple threats. In all of
these cases, decision makers must decide how to
invest their efforts to manage the conjunctive risk.
Should the doctor prescribe a treatment that is less
often effective but more likely to be adhered to?
Should the entrepreneur invest in technology devel-
opment or marketing initiatives? Should a decision
makers who are concerned with survival allocate
resources to address the most severe threat or spread
their resources across multiple threats? And, more
generally, how do decision makers make trade-offs
across these priorities? In all these cases, our work
suggests that decision makers might overemphasize
whichever obstacle to success is most severe and
neglect opportunities to make significant progress on
other critical obstacles.

On a theoretical level, this article sheds new light
on the importance of differentiating the psychology of
whether to take a new risk from the psychology of
managing existing risk. In so doing, it contributes to a
burgeoning behavioral literature on how decision
makers manage, hedge, and improve risks to which
they are exposed (Frederick et al. 2018, Markle and
Rottenstreich 2018, Lewis and Simmons 2020). For
example, Frederick et al. (2018) find that decision
makers’ implied risk preferences in their decisions
about which risks to hedge (managing risks) are nega-
tively correlated with their implied risk preferences in
their decisions about when to take risks (choosing
which risks to opt into). Markle and Rottenstreich
(2018) find that, whereas decision makers are compa-
ratively reluctant to hedge an existing bet themselves
(managing risks), they often prefer a prehedged bet to
a riskier bet (choosing which risks to opt into). Finally,

Lewis and Simmons (2020) find that decision makers
have a greater tendency to improve favorable versus
unfavorable probabilities (managing risks) than
would be implied by their decisions about separate
risky prospects (choosing which risks to opt into).
This paper makes an analogous distinction in the con-
text of conjunctive risks: decision makers are biased
toward improving weaker-links over stronger-links
(managing risks), but this is not reflected in their
choices between different conjunctive lotteries (choos-
ing which risks to opt into). This distinction also helps
us build on past work that has studied how decision
makers generally value conjunctive lotteries, but
which has not examined the psychology of managing
conjunctive risk (e.g., Nilsson et al. 2009, Jenny et al.
2014). When decision makers must manage conjunc-
tive risk and determine which obstacles to address,
they will be more likely to consider which obstacle is
most severe, leading them to see the weaker-link in
negative terms and place exaggerated weight on it.2

Research Methodology
Across nine online experiments, including three in the
online supplement (total n � 3,653), we accumulate
evidence consistent with the use of a worst-first heu-
ristic. For robustness, we implement multiple experi-
mental paradigms across these studies. We find a bias
toward prioritizing weaker-links in both separate
evaluation (either deciding whether to effortfully
attain an improvement in a weaker-link or, separately,
deciding whether to effortfully attain an improvement
in a stronger-link; Studies 1–3, Study S3) and joint
evaluation (deciding between an improvement in a
weaker-link and an improvement in a stronger-link;
Studies 4–6, Studies S1–S2). In the separate evaluation
studies, to ensure adequate statistical power, partici-
pants made multiple decisions and we manipulated
within subjects whether participants could improve
the weaker-link or stronger-link in each decision. In
Online Supplement 8, we present evidence for the
effect on a between-subjects basis.

The sample size, exclusions, and primary analyses
for all studies reported in this paper were preregis-
tered on aspredicted.org. All materials and data are
available at https://researchbox.org/155, and the pre-
registration links are in the appendix (Table A.2). Any
deviations from our preregistrations are noted in the
study sections and have no effect on significance at
alpha levels of 0.001, 0.01, or 0.05. In Studies 1, 2, 5,
and S3, we preregistered exclusions based on the time
that participants spend on various survey questions,
but the bias toward improving weaker-links remains
statistically significant at alpha levels of 0.05 for all of
these studies if we remove this exclusion. We report
ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions with binary
dependent variables, but significance does not change
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when using logit models instead (see Online Supple-
ment 14).

Study 1: A Greater Tendency to Improve
Weaker-Links
Participants either decided whether to invest effort to
improve the chance of the less-likely requirement (the
weaker-link) or made the same decision for the more-
likely requirement (the stronger-link).

Method
Participants. We aimed to recruit 400 U.S. MTurk par-
ticipants (before exclusions) for $1.00 each. All sample
sizes for Studies 1–5 were determined based on what
we could sustainably afford with a minimum of 200
participants per experimental condition, and the sample
populations in these studies were chosen for convenience.
After preregistered exclusions (https://aspredicted.org/
n4m77.pdf) for incomplete entries, duplicate entries, or
failing comprehension checks,3 our final sample was n �
252, Mage � 39.8, Pfemale � 42% (see Online Supplement 4
for complete details regarding preregistration and the
sample). Due to the large number of exclusions for inat-
tentiveness in each of our studies, we analyze the implica-
tions of these exclusions after Study 6 in the section on
excluded participants, which also yields further theoreti-
cal insight.

Design. Participants made incentive-compatible deci-
sions about each of eight conjunctive lotteries in
which they would win a bonus payment if two inde-
pendent, probabilistic “requirements” were met
(Requirement 1 and Requirement 2). For example, for
the conjunctive lottery in Figure 1(a), the participant
would win $0.75 if and only if both Requirement 1
was met (which has a 40% chance) and Requirement 2
was met (which has a 20% chance). Participants could
decide whether to improve the chance of Requirement
1 being met by investing effort through typing “ab”
on a keyboard a given number of times (DellaVigna
and Pope 2018). For example, if faced with the lottery
in Figure 1(a), a participant could improve the chance
of Requirement 1 being met from 40% to 50% by typ-
ing “ab” on a keyboard 45 times.

Within subjects, and across these eight decisions,
we manipulated whether the improvable requirement
had the higher probability (improve-stronger-link
condition) or the lower probability (improve-weaker-
link condition). The improvable requirement was always
labeled as Requirement 1. For example, Figure 1(a)
represents the improve-stronger-link condition, since
the improvable 40% chance that Requirement 1 is met
is the stronger-link (i.e., it is greater than Requirement
2’s 20% chance of being met). Figure 1(b), in contrast,
represents the improve-weaker-link condition, since

the improvable 20% chance that Requirement 1 is met
is the weaker-link.

Stimuli Generation. We designed the stimuli such
that each participant would make eight effort-for-
improvement decisions in total. To see whether par-
ticipants would make inconsistent choices across two
formally equivalent situations, these eight decisions
were split into four pairs, each including one decision
in the improve-weaker-link condition and one for-
mally equivalent decision in the improve-stronger-
link condition (see Table 1 for an example of the
stimuli that one participant saw at different points in
the study). The key to understanding this design is
that, for the two decisions in each pair, participants
would see the same numbers for (a) the probability of
the less-likely requirement being met (the weaker-
link), (b) the probability of the more-likely require-
ment being met (the stronger-link), (c) the bonus
amount that the participant would receive if both
requirements were met, and (d) the amount of work
that the participant would have to do to improve their
chances of winning that bonus. Each pair of decisions
with these same numbers would include one decision
about whether to invest the effort to improve the
lower-probability requirement (improve-weaker-link
condition; see Figure 1(a)) and one about whether to
invest the effort to improve the higher-probability
requirement (improve-stronger-link condition; see
Figure 1(a)). The magnitudes of the improvements in
the stronger-link and weaker-link were set such that
they would have an identical effect on the aggregate
chance of winning the bonus money. Because the
decisions within each pair were formally equivalent,
any condition-differences in behavior within the
same pair would be inconsistent.

In order to (a) ensure that any result holds for a
range of possible percentages and bonus amounts, (b)
be transparent about how the numbers were chosen,
and (c) avoid inadvertently selecting numbers for
which left-digit bias might exaggerate the potential
improvement in either the weaker-link or stronger-
link (Poltrock and Schwartz 1984), we randomly
sampled the parameters in the following way. For
each pair, we randomly drew the potential bonus
prize from $0.50 to $1.00, the initial probability of the
stronger-link from integers between 40% and 60%, the
initial probability of the weaker-link from integers
between 10% and 30%, and the possible improvement
in the stronger-link from integers between 10% and
39%. The possible improvement in the weaker-link
was then set to be equivalent to the possible improve-
ment in the stronger-link (i.e., to result in the same
aggregate probability of winning the bonus) using the
following formula (rounded to the nearest percentage
point)4:
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� possible improvement in stronger-link

× initial weaker-link
initial stronger-link

:

Lastly, the amount of work on offer to attain a given
improvement was set such that the participant had to
type “ab” a number of times equal to 30× the expected
value gain from the potential improvement (in cents,
with this product rounded to the nearest whole num-
ber). See Table 1 for an example of a full set of stimuli
that one participant saw and how the order of decisions
was randomized without both decisions in any one
pair appearing next to each other.

Procedure. At the beginning of the survey, to give
participants some intuition for how effortful the “ab”
typing task would be, we asked them to practice typ-
ing “ab” and allowed them to continue to the next
page after they had typed “ab” 50 times. We then
explained to them that they would make decisions
about lotteries in which they would win a bonus pay-
ment if two independent, probabilistic requirements
were met. Participants were told that they could

decide whether to improve the chance of one of the
requirements being met by doing a typing task like
the one they had done at the beginning of the survey.
To ensure that participants took their decisions seri-
ously, we truthfully told them that we would ran-
domly select one of these eight lotteries to conduct for
real. Participants were then given an example decision
and asked four comprehension questions about it.
These comprehension checks tested whether they
understood (a) what would happen if they agreed to
the typing task for the decision selected to count, (b)
what would happen if they did not agree to do the
typing task for this decision, (c) that they needed both
requirements to be met to win the bonus, and (d) that
the requirements were statistically independent of
each other (see Online Supplement 5 for details of
comprehension questions).5 Participants had two
opportunities to answer correctly—but we only
included participants in the main analysis who
answered questions (a), (c), and (d) correctly on their
first attempt. We had preregistered to insist on partici-
pants passing (b) on their first attempt as well, but a
minor typographical error in the instructions made

Figure 1. Study 1 Screenshots

Notes. Figure 1 displays a screenshot for each of two examples of decision pages from Study 1. Panel (a) shows a decision in the improve-stron-
ger-link condition, and panel (b) shows the equivalent decision in the improve-weaker-link condition. The initial probability of the weaker-link
is 20%, the initial probability of the stronger-link is 40%, and the required amount of typing to attain that improvement is 45 “ab’s”. The possible
improvement in the stronger-link is 10 percentage points (from 40% to 50%; see panel (a)) and the possible improvement in the weaker-link is
five percentage points (from 20% to 25%; see panel (b)). In both cases, the aggregate chance of success postimprovement is 10%.
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this question unreasonably difficult (see Online Sup-
plement 5). This deviation from our preregistration
does not change the significance of the main effect of
the improve-weaker-link condition at an alpha level
of 0.001.

Participants then made their decisions, which were
presented one at a time on the computer screen. To
prevent participants from realizing that some of their
decisions were economically equivalent, we random-
ized the order of decisions so that there were always
at least two additional decisions splitting each pair of
economically equivalent improve-weaker-link versus
improve-stronger-link decisions (Table 1 above has a
column detailing how the display order was random-
ized). Figure 1 above shows screenshots of what par-
ticipants would have seen for one possible pair of
decisions.

After participants made their decisions, the survey
randomly selected one of the lotteries to conduct for
real and informed them of which lottery had been
selected. If the participant previously agreed to type
“ab” the necessary number of times to improve this
lottery, then they were required to do so before they
could complete the survey and were then informed
whether they won (with the improved probability of
meeting Requirement 1). If the participant previously
declined to type “ab” the required number of times
for the selected lottery, then they immediately found
out (i.e., without doing any extra typing) whether they
won with the initial probability of Requirement 1.

At the end of the survey, participants entered dem-
ographics information. We paid participants as prom-
ised after the study had completed.

Results
Each participant provided eight observations. The
dependent variable measured whether, for each deci-
sion, the participant decided to type “ab” the required
number of times to increase the probability of Require-
ment 1 (1 � yes, 0 � no). To test whether decision mak-
ers would be more likely to invest effort to increase the
chance of meeting the lower-probability requirement
(the weaker-link) or the chance of meeting the higher-
probability requirement (the stronger-link), we used
OLS to regress the dependent variable on an improve-
weaker-link condition variable. To account for noninde-
pendence of observations from the same individual, we
clustered standard errors by participant. (The preregis-
tered regression also includes an interaction with the
ratio of the improvements in the stronger-link and
weaker-link, but we report this simpler regression for
ease of exposition. It has no effect on the statistical sig-
nificance of the improve-weaker-link condition varia-
ble. See Online Supplement 14 for the exact details of
all preregistered and reported regressions in this article,
including replications with logit models.)T
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Participants were 10 percentage-points more likely
to invest effort to improve the weaker-link (59%) than
they were to improve the stronger-link (49%) in for-
mally equivalent decisions (b � 0.096, clustered SE �
0.023, p < 0.001). As mentioned in the introduction,
the direction of this difference was opposite of our ini-
tial prediction that decision makers would improve
stronger-links more-often based on the larger absolute
magnitudes of those improvements. Instead, although
improvements in stronger-links and weaker-links
were formally equivalent, and although the improve-
ments in stronger-links were of greater absolute mag-
nitude, participants were more likely to expend effort
to improve weaker-links than stronger-links.

Across our subsequent studies, we developed and
tested an explanation for this effect: decision makers
use a worst-first heuristic to manage conjunctive risk,
whereby they intuitively evaluate improvements
according to their impact on the weaker-link. Study 2
tests an implication of this worst-first heuristic: deci-
sion makers will improve weaker-links more than
stronger-links even when improvements in stronger-
links yield superior chances of a payoff.

Study 2: Violating Rational Choice Theory
This study tested whether, consistent with the worst-
first heuristic, decision makers would exhibit a bias
toward improving the weaker-link, even when
improving the stronger-link would result in a greater
aggregate chance of success (rather than the same
aggregate chance of success as in Study 1). Such a
result would violate rational choice theory.

Method
Participants. We aimed to recruit 600 U.S. MTurk par-
ticipants (before exclusions) for $1.00 each. After pre-
registered exclusions (https://aspredicted.org/fy4ed.
pdf) for incomplete entries, duplicate entries, failing
comprehension checks, and rushed entries (defined
by taking the minimum amount of time spent on a
decision by each participant and excluding the 25% of
participants with the lowest minimum times), our
final sample was n � 248, Mage � 38.6, Pfemale � 48%
(see Online Supplement 4 for details of how the final
sample was determined). We analyze the implications
of this large number of exclusions after Study 6 in the
section on excluded participants.

Design. The design of Study 2 was largely identical
to the design of Study 1, in that we manipulated the
improve-weaker-link condition versus the improve-
stronger-link condition within subjects; however,
there was one important change. In this study, the
possible improvement in the stronger-links yielded a
greater increase in the aggregate chance of winning

the bonus than the possible improvement in the
weaker-links.

Stimuli Generation. To ensure that improving stronger-
links yielded greater overall chances of success than
improving weaker-links, we started by randomly sam-
pling the initial probabilities of the stronger-links, the ini-
tial probabilities of the weaker-links, and the bonus prizes
in the exact same way as in Study 1. Then, rather than
simply generating the possible improvement in the
stronger-link as we had done in Study 1, we generated a
preadjustment improvement in the stronger-link (this time
from between 10 percentage points and 30 percentage
points), and then calculated the corresponding improve-
ment in the weaker-link to have the same impact on the
aggregate probability of winning the bonus as that pread-
justment improvement in the stronger-link would have
had. However, we then made the critical departure from
the stimuli generation procedure of Study 1. To generate
a possible improvement in the stronger-link that would
be more valuable than the possible improvement in the
weaker-link, we added either 1, 2, 3, or 4 percentage points
to the preadjustment improvement in the stronger-link.
For example, if we initially generated a preadjustment
improvement in the stronger-link of 30 percentage
points (and so set the potential improvement in the
weaker-link to have the same impact on the aggregate
chance of a payoff as that 30-percentage-point improve-
ment in the stronger-link), we would then make the
potential improvement in the stronger-link either 31, 32,
33, or 34 percentage points (instead of 30) to ensure that
improving the stronger-link was objectively more valua-
ble than improving the weaker-link.

Finally, to ensure that improving stronger-links really
was more worthwhile than improving the weaker-links,
we required participants to exert the same amount of
effort to attain the more-valuable improvements in
stronger-links and the less-valuable improvements in
weaker-links (i.e., the same amount of “ab” typing was
required to earn the improvement across the yoked pair
of possible improvements, as in the previous study; see
Online Supplement 10 for details).

Procedure. The procedure of Study 2 was identical to
that of Study 1, except for the experimental design dif-
ferences previously described.

Results
As in Study 1, each participant provided eight obser-
vations. The dependent variable measured whether
the participant decided to improve their probability of
winning the bonus (1 � yes, 0 � no). To test whether
participants would be more likely to invest effort for
an improvement in the weaker-link than a more-valuable
improvement in the stronger-link, we preregistered an
OLS regression of the dependent variable on four dummy
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variables: (1) a dummy variable for the improve-stronger-
link conditionwhen one percentage point had been added
to the preadjustment improvement, (2) a dummy variable
for the improve-stronger-link condition when two per-
centage points had been added to the preadjustment
improvement, (3) a dummy variable for the improve-
stronger-link condition when three percentage points had
been added to the preadjustment improvement, and (4) a
dummy variable for the improve-stronger-link condition
when four percentage points had been added to the pre-
adjustment improvement. We clustered standard errors
by participant. Participants were less likely to improve
stronger-links thanweaker-links, evenwhen the improve-
ment in the stronger-link was boosted by one percentage
point (b � −0.054, clustered SE � 0.025, p � 0.029), two
percentage points (b � −0.083, clustered SE � 0.028, p �
0.004), three 3 percentage points (b � −0.091, clustered SE
� 0.027, p < 0.001), and four percentage points (b �
−0.083, clustered SE� 0.027, p � 0.002; see Figure 2 for the
percentage choosing to improve in each case).

In sum, participants were more likely to expend
effort to improve weaker-links than stronger-links,
even though improving stronger-links yielded greater
aggregate chances of success.

Study 3: The Weaker-Link Bias Remains
When Decision Makers Know Aggregate
Probabilities
This study was designed to test whether the bias
toward improving weaker-links would remain when
decision makers knew the impact of a potential
improvement on the aggregate chance of success. Spe-
cifically, for each of their decisions in this study, par-
ticipants had the potential aggregate improvements in
their chance of success computed and shown to them.
According to the worst-first heuristic, decision makers
intuitively evaluate actions according to their effect on
the weaker-link, in part because of negativity bias.
Since negativity bias would cause strong intuitions,
these intuitions might be sufficient to influence how
decision makers react to a known change in their
aggregate chance of success (Simmons and Nelson
2006). Moreover, since negativity bias involves affect
as well as perceptions (Rozin and Royzman 2001), we
would expect decision makers to feel a greater urge to
improve weaker-links than stronger-links, even when
they knew the resulting aggregate chance of success
would be the same in either case. In sum, our account
of the worst-first heuristic predicts a bias toward
improving weaker-links, even when decision makers
have information about aggregate chances of success.

Method
Participants. We aimed to recruit (before exclusions) 500
U.K. and U.S. participants from Prolific for $0.90 each.

After preregistered exclusions (https://aspredicted.org/
gb9iz.pdf) for incomplete entries, duplicate entries, failing
comprehension checks, rushed entries (defined by taking
the minimum amount of time spent on a decision by each
participant and excluding the 25% of participants with
the lowest minimum times), our final sample was n �
240, Mage � 33.2, Pfemale � 55%, PU.K. � 48% (see Online
Supplement 4 for details of how the final sample was
determined). We analyze the implications of this large
number of exclusions after Study 6 in the section on
excluded participants.

Design. The design of Study 3 was largely identical to
the design of Study 1, employing a two-cell improve-
weaker-link versus improve-stronger-link within-
subjects design. There was, however, one important
change: we told participants what the improvement in
the stronger-link or weaker-link would mean for their
aggregate chance of winning the bonus for each of
their decisions.

Stimuli Generation. Stimuli were generated in the
exact same way as in Study 1, except that the potential
bonus prize was always $0.50.

Procedure. The procedure of Study 3 was identical to
that of Study 1, with a few slight changes. Primarily,
we reworded the instructions and the pages on which
participants made their decisions to account for the
fact that they would learn the improvement in their
aggregate chance of success. To ensure that partici-
pants were aware that this information was available
and that they could use it to make their decisions, we
added an extra comprehension question. They had to
answer this question by using the information about
the aggregate chance of success in an example decision
(see Online Supplement 5 for full details). As preregis-
tered, we only included participants who answered all
five comprehension questions (including this extra
one) on their first attempt.

Figure 3 shows screenshots of what participants
would have seen for one possible pair of decisions.
After describing the implications of the improvement
for the stronger-link and the weaker-link, we told
them, “This would cause the overall chance of win-
ning the lottery to increase by X percentage points
(from Y% to Z%),” where X, Y, and Z, were calculated
to reflect the true improvement in the aggregate
chance of winning the bonus to the nearest percentage
point.

As an extra precaution against inattentive partici-
pants, we made one additional change. At the begin-
ning of the survey, participants were told that they
would make some decisions about improving proba-
bilities. On the next page, they answered an attention-
check question in which they had to confirm that the
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survey was about “improving probabilities” from a
list of five options (see Online Supplement 5 for
details). Participants who answered incorrectly were
prevented from continuing with the survey.

Results
As in Study 1, each participant provided eight obser-
vations. The dependent variable measured whether
the participants decided to improve their probability
of winning the bonus (1 � yes, 0 � no). We preregis-
tered to use the exact same regression that we
reported in Study 1. Even when participants could
see the impact that improving the weaker-link or the
stronger-link would have on their aggregate chance of
winning a bonus, they still improved weaker-links
more than they improved stronger-links (b � 0.048,
clustered SE � 0.017, p � 0.006). This result is consis-
tent with the proposed role of negativity bias, which
would lead participants to have both strong intuitions
and affective responses that would each influence
how they evaluate a known improvement in the
aggregate chance of success. The affective responses
associated with the worst-first heuristic are under-
lined by a similar result in Study S2 (see Online Sup-
plement), in which participants must choose between
improving a weaker-link, a stronger-link, or accepting
a bonus in return for leaving which improvement
they get to chance. Even when told that their aggre-
gate chance of success would be the same no matter
which improvement they chose, participants still

chose to improve weaker-links more than stronger-
links.

Study 4: Managing Conjunctive Risk vs.
Assessing Whether to Enter It
Studies 1–3 all addressed the case of managing exist-
ing conjunctive risk. This setting was designed as a
proxy for the managerial situation in which an
ongoing project requires the achievement of multiple
subgoals for ultimate success and the manager must
decide whether and how to invest resources in achieving
each subgoal. However, not all managerial decisions
about conjunctive risk are of this nature. Sometimes,
managers must simply decide which projects to under-
take and assess the conjunctive risks inherent to each
potential project on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Thus,
rather than managing existing conjunctive risk, these
decisions are about which conjunctive risks to take in the
first place. This distinction also raises an important ques-
tion about our results thus far: Is excessively prioritizing
the weaker-link merely a manifestation of how decision
makers think about conjunctive risk in general, or does
managing conjunctive risk trigger a distinct psychologi-
cal process?

In Study 4, we aim to answer this question in an
incentive-compatible conjunctive lottery context. To
do so, we convert choices between improving the
stronger-link or the weaker-link (i.e., managing risk)
into formally equivalent choices between entering the
lotteries that would have resulted from improving the

Figure 2. Study 2 Participants Were More Likely to Effortfully Acquire Improvements inWeaker-Links ThanMore-Valuable
Improvements in Stronger-Links

Notes. This chart shows the percentage of decisions for which participants agreed to type “ab” the required number of times in order to increase
their probability of winning a bonus as a function of whether they could improve the weaker-link (black bar) or the stronger-link by an amount
that was one, two, three, or four percentage points (p.p.) higher than the improvement in the stronger-link that would be equivalent to the
improvement in the weaker-link. Error bars show6 1 standard error (clustered standard error in the case of the black bar).
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stronger-link or the weaker-link (see the example in
Figure 4). According to the logic of a worst-first heu-
ristic, and its requirement that the weaker-link be seen
in negative terms, we would expect decision makers
to exhibit a stronger bias toward improving weaker-
links when the question of which requirement repre-
sented the biggest barrier to success was more salient.
This question will be more salient when decision mak-
ers are choosing whether to improve the stronger-link
or the weaker-link and are therefore considering
which requirement constitutes the worst threat to suc-
cess. The question will be less salient when decision
makers are simply choosing which of two conjunctive
lotteries to enter, which elicits consideration of each
lottery more holistically—this latter choice is, after all,
between lotteries rather than whether to improve the
weaker-link or stronger-link. As such, decision mak-
ers would be more likely to exhibit negativity bias
with respect to the weaker-link and, therefore, be
more likely to apply the worst-first heuristic in
improvement decisions. In contrast, if the weaker-link
bias is entirely due to alternative accounts, such as
decision makers placing more weight on the lower-
probability requirement when evaluating conjunctive
lotteries in general (Juslin et al. 2009, Nilsson et al.

2009), some quirk of probability weighting (Gonzalez
and Wu 1999), or a general preference for balanced
probabilities in line with naive diversification (Benartzi
and Thaler 2001) or inequity aversion (Yaari and Bar-
Hillel 1984, Hoffman and Spitzer 1985), we should
expect a similar weaker-link bias regardless of how this
decision is framed.

Method
Participants. We aimed to recruit (before exclusions)
1,000 combined U.K. and U.S. participants from Pro-
lific for $1.00 each. After preregistered exclusions
(https://aspredicted.org/af7mr.pdf) for incomplete
entries, duplicate entries, or failing comprehension
checks, our final sample was n � 840, Mage � 33.4,
Pfemale � 52%, PU.K. � 51% (see Online Supplement 4
for details of how the final sample was determined).
We analyze the implications of this large number of
exclusions after Study 6 in the section on excluded
participants.

Design. Participants were randomly assigned to
either an improvement-choice condition or a lottery-
choice condition in a between-subjects design. In the
improvement-choice condition, participants made a

Figure 3. Study 3 Screenshots

Notes. Figure 3 displays a screenshot for each of two examples of decision pages from Study 3. Panel (a) shows a decision in the improve-stron-
ger-link condition, and panel (b) shows the equivalent decision in the improve-weaker-link condition. The initial probability of the weaker-link
is 20%, the initial probability of the stronger-link is 40%, and the required amount of typing to attain that improvement is 30 “ab’s”. The possible
improvement in the stronger-link is 10 percentage points (from 40% to 50%; see panel (a)), and the possible improvement in the weaker-link is
five percentage points (from 20% to 25%; see panel (b)). In both cases, the aggregate chance of success increases from 8% to 10%, as described in
the final bullet point in each panel.
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choice about whether to improve the stronger-link or
the weaker-link in a conjunctive lottery for a $0.50
bonus payment. In the lottery-choice condition, partic-
ipants made a mathematically identical choice, but
framed as being between two conjunctive lotteries.

Stimuli Generation. We generated the parameters in
the improvement-choice and lottery-choice conditions
so that the decisions in both conditions were ulti-
mately between the same conjunctive lotteries.
Accordingly, participants in the lottery-choice condi-
tion chose between a lottery that would result from
improving the stronger-link and the lottery that
would result from improving the weaker-link in the
corresponding improvement-choice condition. For exam-
ple, a participant in the improvement-choice condition
might choose between improving the weaker-link from
20% to 28% or improving the stronger-link from 40% to
56%. A participant in the lottery-choice condition might
choose between a lottery with a 28%-chance weaker-link

and a 40%-chance stronger-link (i.e., the lottery attained
from improving the weaker-link to 28%) and a lottery
with a 20%-chance weaker-link and a 56%-chance stron-
ger-link (i.e., the lottery attained from improving the
stronger-link to 56%).

As in previous studies, we randomly sampled the
relevant parameters from predetermined ranges. To
generate the improvement choice parameters, we ran-
domly drew the initial probability of the stronger-link
from integers between 45% and 80%, the initial proba-
bility of the weaker-link from integers between 5%
and 40%, and the possible improvement in the
stronger-link from integers between 16% and 20%.
The possible improvement in the weaker-link was set
to be equivalent to the possible improvement in the
stronger-link (i.e., to have approximately the same impact
on the overall probability of winning the bonus). To
ensure that the two possible improvements would be
equivalent, we set the improvement in the weaker-link
equal to the result of the following formula (rounded to
the nearest percentage point):

Figure 4. Study 4 Screenshots

Notes. Figure 4 displays screenshots of an example decision from the improvement-choice condition (panel (a)) and the corresponding decision
from the lottery-choice condition (panel (b)), which is a formally equivalent decision. The possible improvement in the weaker-link in panel (a) is
eight percentage points (from 20% to 28%), and the possible improvement in the stronger-link in panel (a) is 16 percentage points (from 40% to
56%). Therefore, in panel (b), the choice is between the lottery arrived at in panel (a) by improving the weaker-link (28% weaker-link and 40%
stronger-link) or the lottery arrived at in panel (a) by improving the stronger-link (20% weaker-link and 56% stronger-link). In these screenshots,
the improvement in the weaker-link is presented first, but the order of the options was counterbalanced in the actual study.
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� possible improvement in stronger-link

× initial weaker-link
initial stronger-link

:

To generate the lottery-choice condition parameters,
we started by generating all parameters in the exact
same way as in the improvement-choice condition,
and then we used these parameters to formulate the
mathematically equivalent lottery choice (as described
above). See Figure 4 for an example question, which is
formally equivalent across conditions.

Procedure. At the beginning of the survey, as a pre-
caution against inattentive participants, we asked par-
ticipants a similar attention-check question as in Study
3 (see Online Supplement 5 for details). Participants
who answered incorrectly were prevented from con-
tinuing with the survey. We then explained to partici-
pants that they would make decisions about lotteries
in which they would win $0.50 if two independent,
probabilistic requirements were met. We asked them
two comprehension questions to ensure that they
understood these instructions (which we preregis-
tered to use for exclusion purposes). We then
explained the nature of their decision according to
their assigned condition (improvement choice vs. lot-
tery choice), gave them one decision as an example,
and asked them two more comprehension questions
about it (which we used for exposition purposes only;
see Online Supplement 5 for details).

Participants then made their decision. Figure 4
above shows screenshots of what participants would
have seen in the improvement-choice condition deci-
sion (panel (a)) and in an equivalent lottery-choice
condition decision (panel (b)).

After they made their decision, the survey software
conducted the lottery in keeping with their decision.
Participants immediately found out whether they had
won, and we paid participants bonuses, as promised,
upon completion. Participants provided demographic
information in the last question of the survey.

Results
We used a dependent variable that measured whether
the participant’s choice maximized the weaker-link. In
the improvement-choice condition, this dependent
variable tracked whether the participant decided to
improve the weaker-link or the stronger-link (1 �
improve weaker-link, 0 � improve stronger-link), and,
in the lottery-choice condition, it tracked whether the
participant chose the lottery that was equivalent to
improving the weaker-link or to improving the
stronger-link (1 � equivalent to improving weaker-
link, 0 � equivalent to improving stronger-link). We
hypothesized that, because participants would be more
likely to consider which requirement was the worst

threat to success in the improvement-choice condition,
they would be more likely to use a worst-first heuristic
in it than in the lottery-choice condition. To test this
hypothesis, we preregistered to use OLS to regress
the dependent variable on a dummy variable for the
improvement condition and a control variable for the
improvement ratio between the weaker-link and
stronger-link (the improvement in the stronger-link div-
ided by the improvement in the weaker-link). Consistent
with the hypothesis, participants were over 14 percent-
age points more likely to prioritize the weaker-link in
the improvement-choice condition (b � 0.147, SE � 0.034,
p < 0.001). In the improvement-choice condition, 64% of
participants chose to improve the weaker-link (which is
significantly more than 50% based on a binomial test, p
< 0.001). In the lottery-choice condition, however, the
bias toward the weaker-link was eliminated. Just 50% of
participants chose the lottery that maximized the
weaker-link (not significantly different from 50% based
on a binomial test, p � 0.922). These results (portrayed
in Figure 5) are consistent with the notion that decision
makers employ a worst-first heuristic, particularly when
managing conjunctive risk. They thus illustrate the
importance of distinguishing the psychology of manag-
ing conjunctive risk from that of deciding which con-
junctive risks to take in the first place.

When the ratio between the improvements in the
stronger-link and weaker-link is greater (e.g., 15% and
1% as opposed to 9% and 8%, for illustration), the ten-
dency to improve the weaker-link over the stronger-
link reduces in magnitude (b � −0.047, SE � 0.011, p <
0.001; see Online Supplement 11 for a discussion of
when this relationship might eliminate the bias
toward the weaker-link).

Figure 5. Study 4 Participants Prioritized theWeaker-Link in
the Improvement-Choice Condition but Not in the Lottery-
Choice Condition

Notes. This chart shows the percentage of decisions maximizing the
weaker-link rather than the stronger-link, as a function of lottery-
choice vs. improvement-choice condition. Error bars show6 1 stand-
ard error.
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Study 5: Choosing Between Reductions
in Chances of Success
In organizations, managers often face budget restric-
tions and must decide where to cut back. When man-
aging conjunctive risk, this might mean accepting a
reduction in the probability of meeting a requirement
that is necessary for success. If decision makers use a
worst-first heuristic, then they will evaluate a reduc-
tion in chances of success primarily according to its
impact on the weaker-link, and so they will prefer to
accept a large reduction in the stronger-link than a
small reduction in the weaker-link that is ultimately
equally damaging. We tested this prediction by enter-
ing participants into a conjunctive lottery and having
them make a direct choice between a reduction in the
weaker-link and a reduction in the stronger-link.

Method
Participants. We aimed to recruit (before exclusions)
300 combined U.K. and U.S. participants from Prolific
for $0.55 each. After preregistered exclusions (https://
aspredicted.org/uy6zq.pdf) for incomplete entries,
duplicate entries, or failing comprehension checks,
our final sample was n � 229, Mage � 34.9, Pfemale �
60%, PU.K. � 96% (see Online Supplement 4 for details
of how the final sample was determined). We analyze
the implications of this large number of exclusions
after Study 6 in the section on excluded participants.

Design. All participants made a choice about whether
to accept a reduction in the stronger-link or the
weaker-link (order of options counterbalanced) in a
conjunctive lottery for a $0.50 bonus payment.

Stimuli Generation. As in previous studies, we ran-
domly sampled the relevant parameters from prede-
termined ranges. To generate the improvement-choice
parameters, we randomly drew the initial probability
of the stronger-link from integers between 60% and
80%, the initial probability of the weaker-link from
integers between 10% and 30%, and the possible
reduction in the stronger-link from integers between
10% and 15%. The possible reduction in the weaker-
link was set to be equivalent to the possible reduction
in the stronger-link (i.e., to have approximately the
same impact on the overall probability of winning the
bonus). To ensure that the two possible reductions
would be equivalent, we set the reduction in the
weaker-link equal to the result of the following for-
mula (rounded to the nearest percentage point):

� possible reduction in the stronger-link

× initial weaker-link
initial stronger-link

:

See Figure 6 for an example question.

Procedure. At the beginning of the survey, as a pre-
caution against inattentive participants, we asked par-
ticipants a similar attention-check question as in Study 3
(see Online Supplement 5 for details). Participants who
answered incorrectly were prevented from continuing
with the survey. We then explained to participants that
they would make decisions about lotteries in which they
would win $0.50 if two independent, probabilistic
requirements were met. We asked them two compre-
hension questions to ensure they understood these
instructions. We then described one decision as an exam-
ple and asked them two more comprehension questions
about it. We used all four of these comprehension ques-
tions as a basis for excluding participants from the analy-
ses (see Online Supplement 5 for details).

Participants then made their decision. Figure 6
shows screenshots of what participants would have
seen. After they made their decision, the survey soft-
ware conducted the lottery in keeping with their deci-
sion. Participants immediately found out whether
they had won, and we paid participants bonuses, as
promised, upon completion. Participants provided
demographic information in the last question of the
survey.

Results
We preregistered to test for a bias toward protecting
the weaker-link (i.e., reducing the stronger-link) by
comparing the proportion of decisions to reduce the
weaker-link (vs. the stronger-link) to 50% using a
binomial test. Just 41% reduced the weaker-link com-
pared with 59% reducing the stronger-link (p � 0.005).

Figure 6. Study 5 Screenshot

Notes. Figure 6 displays a screenshot of an example decision. In this
screenshot, the reduction in the stronger-link is presented first, but
the order of the options was counterbalanced in the actual study.
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This result suggests that decision makers use a worst-
first heuristic when deciding which reductions in
chances of success to accept; they evaluate such reduc-
tions according to their impact on the perceived big-
gest threat to success.

Study 6: Managerial Sample and Setting
with Nonnumeric Risk Conveyance
To explore the generality and robustness of the bias
toward improving weaker-links, this study tests the
worst-first heuristic with a sample of managers, in a
managerially relevant scenario, wherein risk is com-
municated nonnumerically.

Method
Participants. We aimed to recruit 200 participants
(before exclusions) from ROI Rocket for $6.50 each in
exchange for completing a five-minute survey. Partici-
pants were screened to be fully employed in a manage-
rial role of any kind for generalizability to themanagerial
domain. Because of the relatively large cost of recruit-
ing these participants, we conducted our planned
analyses after 110 responses, and all these analyses
were extremely statistically significant (p < 0.0001).
Due to the low risk of false positive associated with
such low p-values, we stopped collecting data before
we met our target sample size. After preregistered
exclusions (https://aspredicted.org/ym6a9.pdf) for
duplicate attempts, failing comprehension checks,
estimating the weaker-link to be higher than the
stronger-link, and rushed responses (defined by
measuring the total amount of time spent on estimat-
ing the stronger-link and weaker-link and then
excluding the 10% of participants who spent the least
amount of time), our final sample was n � 67, Mage �
58.1, Pfemale � 37% (see Online Supplement 4 for details
of how the final sample was determined). We analyze
the implications of the exclusions in the section on
excluded participants immediately after the Results
section for this study.

Design. Study 6 employed a realistic managerial sce-
nario in which a company was trying to develop a
new module for a self-driving car before a deadline.
To be successful, the company needed two compo-
nents both to be completed: sensors and navigation
algorithms. The chance of one of these components
being completed on time (the weaker-link) was lower,
and the chance of the other component being com-
pleted on time (the stronger-link) was higher. We
counterbalanced which component was the stronger-
link and which was the weaker-link between subjects.
To indicate which component had a lower or higher
probability of being completed in a realistic way, we
described these probabilities verbally to participants.

Procedure. At the beginning of the survey, we intro-
duced a scenario about self-driving cars. To motivate par-
ticipants to read carefully, we told them that we would
ask a question about the scenario on the next page. They
had to answer this question correctly to avoid having to
attempt it again after rereading the scenario for at least
another 30 seconds. The scenario read as follows:

The Self-Driving Car is a vehicle that does not require
any human intervention to move from one destina-
tion to another. It promises to revolutionize transpor-
tation. It also promises to become a huge market
opportunity, worth hundreds of billions of dollars in
the coming years.

Your company is in charge of producing a critical con-
trol module for the self-driving car. Your production
contract promises a $100m bonus if you can deliver
this module within the next two months.

There are two critical technologies that still need to be
finalized: sensors (hardware) and navigation algo-
rithms (software). They are the last two things that
need to be solved before you can launch.

These two technologies are being developed by two
independent teams. The chances of succeeding with
one have nothing to do with succeeding with the
other. Both technologies need to be developed suc-
cessfully in order for you to launch.

Recently, you met with each team to discuss its devel-
opment outlook.

On the next page, participants answered a compre-
hension check in which they confirmed that, for
success, “Two different technologies (sensors and navi-
gation algorithms) need to be developed successfully,”
from four response options (see Online Supplement 5).
If participants answered incorrectly, then they had to
reread the scenario for at least 30 seconds and attempt
the question again. If they answered incorrectly a sec-
ond time, then they had to reread the scenario for at
least another 30 seconds, but, this time, the correct
answer to the comprehension check was revealed on
the same page. They could then continue to the next
page of the survey. However, as preregistered, we
excluded from the analyses any participant who did
not answer correctly on the first attempt.

On this page, we described meetings first with the
team responsible for sensors and then with the team
responsible for navigation algorithms, and, through this
description, participants learned the likelihood of finaliz-
ing each technology in time. In the description of the
technology with the lower chance of being completed
(i.e., the weaker-link), participants read the following:

In your conversation with the team, it was clear that
they were facing some challenging obstacles. Meeting
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the deadline would be hard for them but is still possi-
ble. Based on what you know, your belief is that their
chance of developing their technology in time is
pretty unlikely. You think it has some chance.

In the description of the technology with the higher
chance of being completed (i.e., the stronger-link),
participants read the following:

In your conversation with the team, it was clear that
some hurdles remained. The timeframe would be a
challenge but could be doable. Based on everything
you know, your belief is that their chance of develop-
ing their technology in time to meet the deadline is
somewhat likely. You think it is a bit like flipping a
coin.

On the same page, using sliders going from 0 to
100, participants reported their own perception of the
probability of the stronger-link and the probability of
the weaker-link.

After doing so, participants moved onto the page
on which they made their improvement decisions
(displayed in Figure 7). For robustness, we randomized
whether we piped participants’ estimated probabilities
back to them as they made their decision (estimated-
probabilities condition, Figure 7(a)) or whether we
instead repeated the linguistic description of the proba-
bilities (linguistic-description condition, Figure 7(b)).

As in the Study 6 improvement-choice condition,
participants had to choose whether to improve the
chance of the stronger-link or the weaker-link. The
possible improvement in the stronger-link was set so
as to go half-way toward 100% from the participant’s
estimate of the initial stronger-link probability, using
the following formula (and then rounded to the near-
est percentage point):

� 100 − estimated stronger-link
2

:

The potential improvement in the weaker-link was
calculated to generate an approximately equivalent
improvement in the aggregate chance of success,
using the following formula (and then rounded to the
nearest percentage point):

� nonrounded possible improvement in the weaker link

× estimated weaker-link
esitmated stronger-link

:

For example, in Figure 7, the weaker-link was esti-
mated to be 20%, and the stronger-link was estimated
to be 40%. The possible improvement in the stronger-
link is 30 percentage points (� 100−40

2 ), so the participant
would have the option to improve the stronger-link
from 40% to 70%. The equivalent improvement in the
weaker-link is 15 percentage points (� 30% × 20%

40%), so

the participant would have the option to improve the
weaker-link from 20% to 35%.

To encourage participants to think carefully about
their decision and to gain some insight into their
thought process, we asked them to explain it on that
same page in an open-ended text box. They then indi-
cated their demographics and completed the survey.

Results
Recall that the two potential improvements would
have equivalent effects on the aggregate chance of suc-
cess. We preregistered to test for a weaker-link bias by
comparing the proportion of decisions to improve the
weaker-link (vs. the stronger-link) to 50% using bino-
mial tests. In the estimated-probabilities condition, 83%
of participants improved the weaker-link, while in the
linguistic-description condition, 90% of participants
improved the weaker-link. Overall, in both conditions
combined, 87% of participants improved the weaker-
link (all three proportions were different from 50% at
p < 0.001). This result suggests that managers may use
a worst-first heuristic in realistic managerial situations,
even when risks are expressed nonnumerically.

Do Excluded Participants Exhibit the
Opposite Bias?
The dominant tendency among participants who met
our preregistered inclusion criteria was to improve
weaker-links, consistent with the use of a worst-first
heuristic. However, based on previous literature
(Slovic 1972, Burson et al. 2009, Kahneman 2011, Shue
and Townsend 2021), we would expect some partici-
pants to be naive to the fact that a one-percentage-
point improvement in the weaker-link has a bigger
impact on the aggregate probability of success than a
one-percentage-point improvement in the stronger-
link, and mistakenly believe that it was always best to
choose the greatest increase in the chance of meeting
any individual requirement. Such an absolute-
magnitude fallacy would bias participants to opt for
stronger-link improvements over equally valuable
weaker-link improvements. Given that this fallacy
would represent a relatively crude psychology that
would not require participants even to understand the
complex, conjunctive nature of the problem, it might
be more common in inattentive participants. Thus,
among inattentive participants, the weaker-link bias
that we have documented might disappear or reverse.

We tested this possibility in exploratory analyses on
the behavior of the participants who failed to meet the
inclusion criteria due to inattentiveness. Figure 8 com-
pares the relative tendency to improve weaker-links
versus stronger-links in each of our studies among
participants who passed versus failed the preregis-
tered exclusion criteria. In all our studies, apart from
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Study 5, we find that the bias toward improving the
weaker-link is greater for participants who passed the
preregistered comprehension and attention criteria
(p < 0.012; see Online Supplement 14 for relevant
regressions for Studies 1–4 and S2–S3 and Online Sup-
plement 11 for the relevant χ2 tests in Studies 5–6, and
a t-test in Study S1). This result is not particularly
remarkable in and of itself, as adding random decision
making to a sample will naturally reduce any effect.
However, more interestingly, the direction of the bias
often flips among excluded participants (resulting in a
slight tendency toward improving stronger-links over
weaker-links), significantly so in Study 2 (in which this
tendency is rational) and Study S3 (p < 0.001 in these
studies; see Online Supplement 14 for regressions).

It thus appears that many less-attentive participants
do judge improvements in stronger-links and weaker-
links according to their absolute magnitude and thus
exhibit a bias toward the stronger-link. This finding

suggests that, indeed, an absolute-magnitude fallacy
is a cruder psychology in which decision makers do
not appreciate the complex, conjunctive nature of the
problem. In contrast, the worst-first heuristic is used
most reliably by participants who are paying atten-
tion, comprehending the problem, and not rushing
through their decision-making process. Still, while
these participants are more likely to recognize the
complexity of the problem, they still seem to rely on
intuitive evaluations rather than rationally calculating
and assessing the impact of any improvement in con-
junctive risk. Thus, there is a distinction between sim-
ple misconceptions on the one hand and, on the other,
intuitive decision rules that require greater engage-
ment with the problem yet can likewise cause bias
(e.g., Slovic et al. 1965).

Despite this heterogeneity, when the data are pooled
by removing the exclusions for inattentiveness, a bias
toward improving weaker-links clearly emerges as the

Figure 7. Study 6 Screenshots

Notes. Figure 7 displays screenshots of examples of decisions from the estimated-probabilities condition (panel (a)) and the linguistic-description
condition (panel (b)), assuming that the weaker-link was estimated at 20% and the stronger-link at 40%. These screenshots show the improve-
ment in the weaker-link presented first, but the order of the options was counterbalanced.
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dominant tendency. For all studies, we can detect a sig-
nificant bias toward improving the weaker-link when
not applying the time-spent exclusions (see Online Sup-
plement 6 for a deeper analysis of the implications of
the time-spent exclusions). For all studies except
Studies 2–3, we can detect a significant bias toward
improving the weaker-link when not applying any of
the inattentiveness and miscomprehension exclusions
(at an alpha level of 5%; see Figure 9). Online Supple-
ment 7 has more detail about the prevalence of the bias
across participants.

General Discussion
We studied how decision makers think about manag-
ing conjunctive risk—wherein success depends on the
occurrence of multiple uncertain events. We found
that they more often opted for improvements in the
chances of less-likely requirements (weaker-links)
than improvements in chances of more-likely require-
ments (stronger-links) that yielded the same overall
chance of success.

We hypothesized that decision makers apply a
worst-first heuristic. Given the complexity of precisely
calculating all potential aggregate success rates when
managing conjunctive risk, decision makers instead
form an intuitive evaluation of any potential improve-
ment. Since decision makers identify the weaker-link
as their biggest problem, or in terms of negativity

bias, perceive it most negatively (Rozin and Royzman
2001), the weaker-link will tend to dominate several
aspects of their thinking. These aspects include how
they direct their attention, their affective response to
considering possible actions, and their perceptions of
how impactful those actions might be. As such, we
propose that decision makers intuitively evaluate pos-
sible interventions in conjunctive risk by heuristically
relying on the change in the weaker-link.

While this psychology warrants further study, it
seems to fit well into the category of heuristics. Classic
definitions of heuristics emphasize decision makers’
tendency to rely on one or relatively few key inputs to
handle complex decisions (Tversky and Kahneman
1974, Gigerenzer and Goldstein 1996, Kahneman and
Frederick 2002, Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier 2011),
including key features of a problem (Gigerenzer and
Goldstein 1996) and their initial affective responses
(Slovic et al. 2007). In this vein, we argue that decision
makers heuristically evaluate improvements in con-
junctive risk primarily based on the impact on the
weaker-link. According to this view, decision makers
should use the worst-first heuristic not only when
managing the complexity of conjunctive risk, but in
any complex situation in which the repercussions of
each possible event depend on other events. We
would expect it to arise to a lesser extent in simpler
domains in which the repercussions of each possible
event are independent.

Figure 8. Size of the Bias TowardMaximizing theWeaker-Link (Negative Numbers Show a Bias TowardMaximizing the Stron-
ger-Link) Split byWhether Participants Were Excluded for Inattentiveness Across All Studies

Notes. This chart shows the effect size of the bias towardmaximizing the weaker-link split bywhether participants were excluded for inattentive-
ness for Studies 1–6 and S1–S3. The bars for Studies 1, 3, and S3 display the coefficients of the improve-weaker-link condition variable from the
main reported regression models for those studies; the bars for Study 2 display the coefficient of the improve-weaker-link condition variable as
the sole predictor in a regression model; the bars for the Study 4 improve-weaker-link condition, Study 5, Study 6, and Study S1 show the differ-
ence between the proportion of participants maximizing the weaker-link and 50%; and the bars for Study S2 show the difference between the
proportion of participants maximizing the weaker-link and the proportion maximizing the stronger-link. The error bars display standard errors
for Studies 4, 5, 6, S1, and S2, and clustered standard errors in Studies 1, 2, 3, and S3.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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Empirically, we find that the tendency to prioritize
weaker-links is robust to economic incentives to pref-
erentially improve stronger-links (Study 2), to aware-
ness of the size of the improvement in the aggregate
chance of success (Study 3 and Study S2), to dealing
with reductions in chances of success rather than
improvements (Study 5), and to a managerial sample
facing ambiguous probabilities in an ecologically
valid setting (Study 6). We also identify two boundary
conditions. First, the bias toward prioritizing weaker-
links is attenuated when choosing between conjunc-
tive lotteries rather than deciding which link to
improve (Study 4). Second, the bias toward prioritiz-
ing weaker-links holds particularly for attentive par-
ticipants and, if anything, reverses among inattentive
participants (see the previous section). Whereas we
find that the worst-first heuristic is the dominant ten-
dency overall, inattentive individuals may fall prey to
a more-naive cognitive bias: simply evaluating these
improvements according to their absolute magnitude.

Alternative Accounts and Limitations
Whereas the empirical tendency toward improving
weaker-links when managing conjunctive risk is clear
in our data, it is worth considering alternative explan-
ations for it. Several accounts are relatively trivial to

rule out. First, any alternative explanation based on
miscomprehension is ruled out by the fact that the
effect is stronger in attentive participants (and is elimi-
nated among individuals failing any comprehension
checks). Second, any account that depends solely on
probability weighting cannot explain why the bias is
stronger when deciding between improvements in
weaker-links or stronger-links than when choosing
between conjunctive lotteries (Study 4) and why the
effects are stronger in attentive participants (all stud-
ies). Third, any theory of how decision makers assess
conjunctive risk in general, such as the configural
weighted average model (Nilsson et al. 2009; see
Online Supplement 12), cannot explain the results in
Study 4. Finally, anticipated regret (e.g., Loomes and
Sugden 1982) also seems an unlikely explanation
because, no matter whether the decision maker is con-
sidering an improvement in a stronger-link or an
equivalent improvement in a weaker-link, the a priori
likelihood of any decision being regrettable is the
same.6

Some alternative explanations, while unable to
explain all our results, are nonetheless harder to rule
out definitively or may be related to worst-first think-
ing. One such account is naive diversification—the
idea that, when decision makers allocate investments

Figure 9. Size of the Bias TowardMaximizing theWeaker-Link (Negative Numbers Show a Bias TowardMaximizing the Stron-
ger-Link)Without Excluding Participants for Miscomprehension or Time Spent

Notes. This chart shows the effect size of the bias toward maximizing the weaker-link without exclusions based on failing comprehension ques-
tions or time spent on questions for Studies 1–6 and S1–S3. The bars for Studies 1, 3, and S3 display the coefficients of the improve-weaker-link
condition variable from the main reported regression models for those studies (but without inattentiveness exclusions); the bar for Study 2 dis-
plays the coefficient of the improve-weaker-link condition variable as the sole predictor in a regression model; the bars for the Study 4 improve-
weaker-link condition, Study 5, Study 6, and Study S1 show the difference between the proportion of participants maximizing the weaker-link
and 50%; and the bar for Study S2 shows the difference between the proportion of participants maximizing the weaker-link and the proportion
maximizing the stronger-link. The error bars display standard errors for Studies 4, 5, 6, S1. and S2, and clustered standard errors in Studies 1, 2,
3, and S3.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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between different options, they usually aim to have
equal percentages of their portfolio in each (Benartzi and
Thaler 2001). In an analogous way, when managing con-
junctive risk, decision makers might aim to have an
equal percentage chance of meeting each requirement.
Another such alternative account is inequity aversion
(Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, Hoffman and Spitzer 1985)
with respect to the two requirements’ probabilities. Just
as decision makers dislike inequality across individuals,
they may dislike inequality even across probabilities.
Both these accounts operate on a balancing tendency,
which could push decision makers toward improving
weaker-links. However, the processes behind these
accounts do not apply readily to our settings. For exam-
ple, naive diversification has been typically studied in
zero-sum portfolio settings in which the sum of all allo-
cations is (definitionally) 100% and the diversification of
independent risks is one of the explicit goals. Neither is
a feature of our setting. Analogously, the concept of
inequity aversion has been studied in contexts in which
there are actual persons or parties to experience the
unfairness of inequity. Of all our studies, only Study 6
has this feature. We nonetheless remain open to the pos-
sibility that inequity aversion and naive diversification
might share some related or reinforcing psychology that
could contribute to the focus on the biggest obstacle to
success when managing conjunctive risk.

It is also important to consider the generalizability
of our results. On the one hand, there are some rea-
sons to think the psychology will generalize quite
well. Within studies, we get the strongest results
among attentive participants, and, across studies, we
get the strongest result in Study 6, in which we use a
sample of managers and give them a managerial sce-
nario. In all but Study 6, judgments or decisions were
incentivized. On the other hand, all of our results
were laboratory experiments with relatively low
stakes, so we consider the generalizability to various
real-world settings to be an open question for future
work. With respect to the levels of risk themselves,
although we do some stimulus sampling of probabil-
ities and potential improvements in them, and use a
reasonably wide range of paradigms, there is still
room to test the boundaries of the worst-first heuristic
in terms of these parameters. For example, future
work could explore cases in which the possible
improvement in the weaker-link is smaller than the
possible improvement in the stronger-link to an
extreme degree, or situations in which decision mak-
ers are attempting to avoid an undesirable outcome as
opposed to achieving a desirable outcome.

Practical Implications and Conclusion
Conjunctive risk exists in a vast array of settings, any
in which a decision maker requires more than one

probabilistic event to achieve success or avoid failure.
In managerial contexts, most projects require the suc-
cessful execution of multiple, distinct components, the
completion of which are uncertain. The worst-first
heuristic may have important implications for manag-
ing risk in any of these settings. For example, with
respect to innovative ventures, an entrepreneur must
successfully navigate both technological risk (whether
the technological innovation is functionally achieved)
and market risk (whether sufficient demand for the
innovation materializes). Our work suggests that
when one of these risks is noticeably worse than the
other, the manager may undervalue opportunities to
improve the less-severe risk. They may strive to over-
come one hurdle, only to run into the next.

Another implication involves potential inconsisten-
cies between decisions made at different stages of a
project or at different levels of management. For
example, when senior executives decide which proj-
ects to start, but project managers decide how to direct
resources toward completing the necessary aspects of
each ongoing project, the decisions of those project
managers might differ substantially from the initial
expectations of the senior executives (as in Adner and
Levinthal 2004). The project managers may overinvest
in addressing a project’s biggest challenge (i.e., the
weaker-link) and neglect other critical aspects of the
project. Likewise, when forced to allocate budget cuts,
project managers might continue to overprioritize the
project’s biggest challenge.

Finally, our work raises interesting questions about
the survival of individuals, firms, and societies. At the
time of this writing, the world is still undergoing a
global pandemic, which highlights the importance of
these questions on a societal level. For humanity to sur-
vive far into the future, we must overcome multiple
threats, including from pandemics, climate change,
nuclear conflict, asteroids, and misaligned artificial
intelligence (Bostrom 2002, Russell and Bohannon 2015,
Millett and Snyder-Beattie 2017, Snyder-Beattie et al.
2019). In other words, human society’s survival is sub-
ject to conjunctive risk. How to address such risks has
become a major research area in global policy (Bostrom
2013, Cotton-Barratt et al. 2020, Ord 2020, Sears 2020). If
policymakers’ decisions are influenced by a worst-first
heuristic, then they may underinvest in mitigating
ostensibly less-severe threats that are more tractable.
Exploring the implications of the worst-first heuristic in
global risk management, as well as in managerial deci-
sion making, presents an exciting avenue for future
research.
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Endnotes
1 Put differently, the half-as-large magnitude of the weaker-link
improvement is exactly offset by the fact it can be pivotal twice as
often; the 15-percentage-point weaker-link improvement can matter
whenever the 40% chance stronger-link requirement is met,
whereas the 30-percentage-point improvement in the stronger-link
can matter only when the 20% chance weaker-link requirement is
met. In the example, this mathematical logic is why the resulting
aggregate chances of success from the two improvements are equiv-
alent despite the improvements having different magnitudes: 35%
× 40% � 20% × 70% � 14%.
2 We formalize the distinction between managing and choosing
between conjunctive risks in a mathematical model of the worst-
first heuristic in Online Supplement 12, which we compare with the
configural weighted average model (Nilsson et al. 2009, Jenny et al.
2014).
3 We deviated slightly from Study 1’s preregistered exclusion rules
because of a typographical error affecting a comprehension check
(see Online Supplement 2). This deviation does not affect signifi-
cance at 0.001.
4 In Studies 1–6 and S2, because of rounding errors, the weaker-link
improvements and corresponding stronger-link improvements did
not always yield identical aggregate chances of success. However,
these rounding errors do not explain the bias toward weaker-links
in any of these studies; see Online Supplement 15.

5 In the example for Studies 1–3 and S3, we described a situation in
which Requirement 1 had a 45% chance of being met that could be
improved to 55% and Requirement 2 had a 50% chance of being
met. Because the average of the possible probabilities for Require-
ment 1 was the same as the probability for Requirement 2, we
hoped neither would be perceived as the “weaker-link” or
“stronger-link,” so that the comprehension question would not bias
participants’ responses. However, since the probability of Require-
ment 1 was initially the weaker-link, we cannot rule out this possi-
bility completely. Fortunately, Studies 4–6 and S1–S2 do not have
this problem because the example in these studies involved both
weaker-link and stronger-link improvements, and the bias toward
prioritizing weaker-links remained.
6 The “regrettable” decisions in our studies would be either effort-
fully acquiring an improvement that does not affect the outcome or
failing to acquire an improvement that would have affected the out-
come. See Online Supplement 13 for further discussion of regret.
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